
AUDITION INFORMATION 

Three’s a Crowd Inc. is proud to announce the auditions for their 2018 production of “Next to 
Normal”. The production will be performed in Castlemaine from April 13 – 28, 2018. 

PERFORMANCE DATES  

This production will have a three week season with the following performance dates: 

April 13, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22, 27 and 28, 2018 

ABOUT THE SHOW 

Next to Normal, with book and lyrics by Brian Yorkey and music by Tom Kitt, explores how one 
suburban household copes with crisis and mental illness. Winner of three 2009 Tony Awards, 
including Best Musical Score and the 2010 Pulitzer Prize. 

Dad's an architect; Mum rushes to pack lunches and pour cereal; their daughter and son are bright, 
wise-cracking teens, appearing to be a typical American family. And yet their lives are anything but 
normal because the mother has been battling manic depression for 16 years. Next to Normal takes 
audiences into the minds and hearts of each character, presenting their family's story with love, 
sympathy and heart. 

This deeply moving piece of theatre provides a wonderful opportunity for performers to explore 
dramatic material and showcase vocal talents with an energetic pop/rock score. Next to Normal is 
an emotional powerhouse that addresses such issues as grieving a loss, ethics in modern 
psychiatry, and suburban life. 



PRODUCTION TEAM 

Production Manager:  Kathryn McAllister 
Director:  Matt Sheehan 
Musical Director:  Scott Cameron 
Assistant Director: TBA 
Stage Manager: TBA 

AUDITION INFORMATION 

Auditions will be held BY APPOINTMENT ONLY at the Old Castlemaine Gaol, 36-48 Bowden St, 
Castlemaine (Enter via Charles Street – see map). All auditionees are required to make a booking 
on line www3ac.com and follow links. 

AUDITION DATES 

Early January, 2018.  Exact dates TBA

AUDITION REQUIREMENTS 
• Performers who have excellent singing and acting skills from all ethnic backgrounds are invited

to audition.
• Please prepare two songs of contrasting styles that demonstrate your vocal range, conveying

to the audition panel your complete abilities as a performer.
• Sheet music must be provided to the accompanist and must be in the correct key. A cappella

singing is not permitted. Backing may be permitted if arranged prior to audition.
• Part of the audition may involve singing of scales and other technical exercises.
• You will be required to read from the script.



OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
• Much of the formal rehearsal period (January to April 2015). There will be an expectation that

you learn your vocal parts and dialogue outside of rehearsals.
• Formal rehearsals will commence on Jan 28, 2018.
• Regular rehearsals are on Sunday 1:00 – 4:00 and Tuesday and Thursdays from 7.30pm to

10.30pm. Individual rosters will be provided.

To secure your spot in auditioning for this musical, please book online: www.3aC.com 
For enquiries contact the Director, Matt Sheehan: 0427 722 793. 

Please note: Next to Normal is a small ensemble show with very specific character 
requirements. All auditionees will be considered and short-listed for future productions of 3AC 

COMING UP LATER IN THE 2018-19 SEASON. 

http://www.3ac.com/


3aC AUDITION APPLICATION FORM 

Please take the time to complete all details CLEARLY 

Name: ______________________________________________ Date Of Birth:___/___/___ Age: _______ 

Sex: Male / Female (please circle) Phone (H): _________________ (W): _________________________ 

Address: _______________________________________________ Mobile: ________________________ 

Suburb: __________________ Post Code: ____ Email Address: 
____________________________________ 

(Please print clearly) 
How did you find out about ‘Next to Normal’ Auditions?  _________________________________ 

If I am successful in my audition, I authorise Three’s a Crowd to include the above contact details on a cast contact list 
which will be accessible to all cast and crew of this production. 

(Please tick at least one of the following) 

� Please consider me for the following principal role/s ___________________________

� If unsuccessful in obtaining the specified role, I would accept an alternative principal role

� If I am unsuccessful in obtaining a role in this production, I would be willing to assist with
backstage/FOH/lighting etc. (specify)   ___________________________ 

PREVIOUS THEATRE EXPERIENCE 
(please complete the following or attach a brief resume) 

Year Show Role Company 

VOCAL:  

Type / Range (if known): __________ 

(On a scale of 1-10 (10-Very Good, 1-Not at 
all). 

How well do you… 

…read music?  __________ 

…hold harmonies? __________ 

VOCAL TRAINING (if applicable) 

Trained With (and for how long) 

DANCE STYLES: 
(please list the styles of dance studied) DANCE TRAINING 

Trained With (and for how long) 



ADDITIONAL SKILLS 

(e.g. Musical instrument / acrobatics) 

DISCLOSURE 
Please list any past/current injuries or restrictions 
that may affect your ability to rehearse/perform: 

PLEASE CIRCLE YES OR NO FOR THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS 

1. Are you available SUNDAY afternoons commencing SUNDAY 28th JAN, 2018? Yes / No 

2. Are you available TUESDAY and THURSDAY evenings commencing JAN 30th 2018? Yes / No 

3. As an alternative to the above, are you available MONDAY and WEDNESDAY evenings? Yes / No

4. Would you like to join our mailing list? Yes / No 

5. Are you willing to cut / grow your hair? Yes / No 

6. Are you willing to colour your hair? Yes / No 

Please list any other commitments you have during the rehearsal period: 

Are you in or intending to be involved in another production between January and April 2018?     Yes / No 

If so, please indicate involvement and time commitments: 

Are you available for: 
1. Next to Normal Meet and Greet: SUNDAY JAN 28, 2018? Yes / No 

2. Bump In/ technical Rehearsal week April 8-12? Yes / No 

3. Performance: FRI April 13 to SAT April 28? Yes / No 

4. Bump out: SUN April 29? Yes / No 

I am aware that, if successful in my audition I agree 
• to become a member of Three’s a Crowd, and will pay the applicable fees (refer to Fees below).
• to commit to attend all rehearsals and production dates required of me and understand that my

absence from these could result in my replacement and withdrawal from the show, unless previously
discussed with and approved by Three’s a Crowd and the Director of the production.

• to assist, if required, with set construction and set painting, costumes and props etc.
• to be available, if required, for publicity and promotional purposes.
• to promote the show throughout my networks, where applicable/appropriate.



FEES 

You must be a financial member of Three’s a Crowd to be covered by our insurances over the rehearsal and 
performance period and will complete the volunteer application form (which will be provided to you at the 
meet and greet). The cost of membership is $20, DUE AT OR BEFORE THE MEET & GREET, Jan 28, 2018. 
There will also be a deposit of $50 required for your script, refundable on return if in good condition. 

**All cast will be required to supply their own make-up, hosiery and shoes for the show (at their own expense) 

This is a non-professional production, and as such no cast member, regardless of experience or qualifications 
will receive payment or honorariums for their involvement. If you intend to audition you must be prepared to 
be involved simply for the enjoyment of performing and except that, like with other hobbies and personal 
pursuits, there will be an associated time and financial commitment. Three’s a Crowd have gone to 
considerable lengths to minimise the costs you will incur. As a small gesture to show our appreciation for 
your commitment to the show, Three’s a Crowd will give each cast member 2 complimentary tickets to the 
opening night performance. 

Three’s a Crowd, in the course of its business, collects certain information relating to members and 
auditionees. Three’s a Crowd guarantees that it will: 

1. Keep information collected confidential and take all steps as may be necessary to safeguard the
confidentiality of the data;

2. Not disclose the data to any person unless disclosure is necessary for the provision of the services
provided by Three’s a Crowd Inc.; or has been requested and authorised by the member/auditionee;
or is required by law;

3. May use photographic material of you for promotional purposes.

I agree to abide by all the above-mentioned conditions and the constitution and company policies of Three’s 
a Crowd Inc. 

Signed: _______________________________________ Date: ___/___/___ 

(Parent or Guardian to sign if auditionee is under 18) 



BACKGROUND 

CASTING 

Character Vocal range Description 
DIANE Top: F#5 

Bottom: G3 
FEMALE, 40-45 Delusional, bipolar, and depressed. The sexiness of her 
yesterdays has only recently begun to soften. She is determined to make her 
family perfect but is tortured by a death in the family. 

DAN Top: B4 
Bottom: Ab2 

MALE, 40-45 
Diana's husband. He is handsome and genuine. Though a constant in Diana's 
tumultuous life, he has grown tired. 

NATALIE Top: G5 
Bottom: G3 

FEMALE, 20-35 Performer must be able to play a 16 year old convincingly) 
Diana & Dan's troubled daughter. An accomplished pianist and hardworking 
student, her struggles are exacerbated by her mother's behavior. She greatly 
admires Henry. 

GABE Top: C5 
Bottom: B2 

MALE, 20-35 (Performer must be able to play a 18-21 year old convincingly) 
Diana & Dan's son. Dashing, athletic, and bright. He is a playful man and 
everything a mother could imagine. 
Age: 18 to 21 

HENRY Top: B4 
Bottom: G#2 

MALE, 20-35 (Performer must be able to play a 17 year old convincingly) 
Natalie's classmate and love interest. The all-around musician, philosopher, stoner 
and slacker. He has an intoxicating capacity for sympathy and romance. 

DR FINE/DR 
MADDEN 

Top: A4 
Bottom: A2 

MALE, 30-45 
Diana's handsome psychiatrist. Quite assured in his practice. Diana has delusions 
of seeing him as a rock star. 

Music Tom Kitt 
Book and Lyrics by Brian Yorkey 

Detailed Synopsis 

Act One 

Following the "Prelude – Light," lights go out before revealing suburban mother, Diana Goodman, 
alone, waiting. Gabe, her 17-year-old son, enters. Diana scolds him over his curfew, then quickly 
pushes him away as father, Dan, enters to check on his restless wife. Natalie, their equally restless 
and overachieving daughter, crosses with an exorbitant amount of homework. Soon it is morning, and 
each family member prepares individually for "Just Another Day." But, when Diana starts making 
extraneous sandwiches on the floor, the music stops. Dan helps the disoriented Diana as Natalie and 
Gabe exit. 

Next, we find Natalie seeking refuge in a school practice room with the structure of classical piano 
("Everything Else"). Her precious time preparing for an impending recital is prematurely interrupted by 
Henry, who introduces himself and confesses listening to her play daily. While it's clear that he likes 
her, Natalie pushes him out and returns to rehearsing diligently. 

We then find Diana receiving prescriptions from Doctor Fine while Dan questions his own depression 
in the car ("Who's Crazy / My Psychopharmacologist and I"). Fine diagnoses Diana as bipolar 
depressive with delusional episodes. The song takes us through several weekly visits, echoed by 
voices selling myriad pharmaceuticals and warning of side effects. Although she's been medicated 



unsuccessfully for sixteen years, Doctor Fine continues to adjust her medications over the visits until 
Diana says that she doesn't feel anything... at which point, he declares her stable. 

Over the same weeks, Natalie and Henry have grown closer over hours spent together in the practice 
room. We find Natalie at Henry's house as he prepares a bong. When Natalie declines smoking 
because she's scared of being a disaster, Henry struggles to articulate his love for her ("Perfect for 
You"). The song carries them to the Goodman's house, where they kiss for the first time. 

Diana witnesses this event of burgeoning love, triggering memories of extreme highs and lows ("I Miss 
the Mountains"). With her son's encouragement, coupled with her desire to feel again, Diana flushes 
all of her new medications down the toilet. 

We flash back to Dan, bouncing through his days ("It's Gonna Be Good"). When he discovers Henry 
and Natalie together on the porch, he invites Henry to stay for dinner, much to Natalie's chagrin. 
Dinner goes along swimmingly until Diana emerges with a cake exclaiming, "It's someone's birthday!" 

Dan goes to Diana and explains "He's Not Here." Their son died 16 years ago. Devastated, Natalie 
storms out to her room. Henry politely excuses himself and follows Natalie. Diana confesses to Dan 
that she flushed all of her new medication. When Dan empathetically offers to call Doctor Fine for a 
new round, Diana lashes out on him ("You Don't Know"). Dan tries to calm her down and regain her 
trust as Gabe joins him ("I Am the One"), attempting the same. 

In her room with Henry, Natalie vents about her mother. Henry attempts to placate her by making a 
pipe out of an apple. Natalie dismisses the offer and further explains her anger ("Superboy and the 
Invisible Girl"). Diana comes in and unsuccessfully appeases the situation, followed by an unseen 
Gabe. When Henry offers the pipe again, Natalie takes it. 

Meanwhile, Dan found highly regarded Doctor Madden by networking over depression online and at 
work. Diana spends several weeks with Doctor Madden, who appears to her as a rock star. Gabe joins 
her sessions to assert his existence ("I'm Alive"). 

Simultaneously, Dan and Natalie are continuing to struggle with Diana's problems. Natalie, trying to 
cope, is lead to sample some of the her mother's pills. When she takes the stage at her recital days 
later, her parents' empty seats escalate her emotional turmoil. Clearly affected, Natalie verbally rejects 
her classical selection and launches into a sloppy rock improvisation. Henry goes to her and helps her 
off the stage. 

Meanwhile, Doctor Madden is using hypnosis ("Make up Your Mind / Catch Me I'm Falling") to root 
Diana's trauma. Through this device, we learn about Diana's history with Dan, Gabe and Natalie. 
Finally, Diana agrees that it's time to let her son go. She goes home and begins to purge her son's 
things. Upon finding and opening a music box, Diana becomes drenched in a vision of dancing with 
her son ("I Dreamed a Dance"). When Gabe invites her to come away with him ("There's a World"), 
she does. 

Doctor Madden enters with Diana's hospital chart. Diana Goodman was discovered in her home 
unconscious with self-inflicted razor wounds. Diana is treated, sedated and restrained. Doctor Madden 
is upset. 

Dan joins Doctor Madden at the hospital. Madden explains that ECT (electroconvulsive therapy) is the 
next standard course of treatment for drug-resistant patients who are imminently suicidal. However, 
the therapy requires both Dan and Diana's consent. Dan goes home to clean up, sort his thoughts and 
decide what to do ("I've Been"). 



The next day, Diana (with Gabe at her side) receives Doctor Madden's suggestion. She lashes out at 
Doctor Madden, refusing the treatment ("Didn't I See This Movie?"), until Dan arrives and convinces 
her that it may be their last hope ("A Light in the Dark"). Dan and Gabe watch as she signs the 
consent form and is ushered out, briefly pausing to look back. 

Act Two 

While Diana begins a two-week series of ECT treatments, we find Natalie losing her discipline and 
further experimenting with drugs and clubs ("Wish I Were Here"). Natalie is home when Dan brings 
Diana home from the hospital. Diana doesn't recognize her daughter. The Goodman family realizes 
that Diana has lost 19 years of memories ("Song of Forgetting"). 

Natalie leaves for school, where Henry confronts her ("Hey #1"). He questions her avoidance, sobriety 
and commitment, as well as asks her to the spring formal dance. She leaves him without an answer. 

Dan and Diana visit Doctor Madden, who assures them that Diana's memory loss may be partly 
psychogenic ("Seconds and Years"). Doctor Madden encourages Dan to use pictures and keepsakes 
to trigger memories and help Diana recover. Dan and Natalie gather to do so ("Better than Before") 
with minor success. When the music box emerges from the pile of keepsakes, Dan whisks it away, 
leaving Diana puzzled. Gabe appears, unseen and unheard, as he sings about which is worse – the 
symptom or the cure ("Aftershocks"). 

Diana continues searching the mementoes for days, trying to uncover a memory that's tugging at her. 
When Henry arrives looking for Natalie, Diana is given great pause, studying his face and asking his 
age. Not phased, Henry hurries up to Natalie's bedroom to convince her to go to the dance. ("Hey 
#2"). When Natalie avoids accepting, Henry promises to try again the following evening. He leaves her 
with a ticket to attend. 

Diana returns to Doctor Madden ("You Don't Know – Reprise") by herself. He nearly discloses the root 
of her trauma (which is Gabe's death) before suggesting that she further explore her history and talk 
with her husband. Diana goes home and finds the music box. Dan tries to stop her, but the irrevocable 
memories of her baby boy rush back ("How Could I Ever Forget?"). When Diana confesses 
remembering her son as being older, Dan quickly insists they return to Doctor Madden ("It's Gonna Be 
Good – Reprise"). At the same time, Henry arrives to pick up Natalie for the formal. Dressed for the 
dance, Natalie emerges in time for both to witness Dan grab and smash the music box to pieces on 
the floor. Natalie is crushed and runs to her room. Henry follows. 

Diana confronts Dan, wondering why he perseveres after how much trouble she's been. Upstairs, 
Natalie echoes her mother's sentiments to Henry ("Why Stay?"). Dan and Henry both answer with 
vows to stay steadfast and true ("A Promise"). Natalie and Henry embrace as Gabe reappears 
downstairs ("I'm Alive – Reprise"). Seeing him, Diana bolts to see Doctor Madden. Natalie agrees to 
drive her and tells Henry that she will try to meet him later. Gabe lingers with Dan. 

Diana asks Doctor Madden what can be done now. Madden assures her that relapse is common. 
Diana discovers that it's not her brain that's hurting; it's her soul ("The Break"). Doctor Madden urges 
her to continue ECT treatment ("Make up Your Mind / Catch Me I'm Falling – Reprise"). If left 
untreated, her chronic illness could be catastrophic. Diana declines further treatments and walks out. 

Diana explains her decision ("Maybe – Next to Normal") to Natalie outside, opening up to her daughter 
for the first time. She urges Natalie to go see Henry at the school dance. Natalie arrives and finds 
Henry standing alone ("Hey #3 / Perfect for You – Reprise"). Immediately struck by her beauty, Henry 
then calms Natalie's fears that she might end up crazy. They embrace and kiss. 



At the same time, Diana finds Dan at home and tells him that she's leaving him ("So Anyway"). She 
explains that he can't always be there to catch her. She needs to take a chance and deal with things 
on her own. She departs, leaving Gabe with Dan. 

As Dan ponders how she could have left him ("I Am the One – Reprise"), Gabe slowly approaches. 
Dan grows increasingly distraught until he, at last, faces the boy and calls him by his name for the first 
time: Gabriel. 

Natalie returns home to find her father, sitting alone in the dark, in tears. She comforts him, assures 
him that they will be okay and begins to turn the lights on in the house ("Light"). We come across 
Diana, alone and still hurting, yet happy to be alive. We see Henry and Natalie the next day, 
committed, come what may. We view Dan visiting Doctor Madden. Although he entered to get an 
update on Diana, he stays to talk about his own struggle. Finally, we see Gabriel arrive, watching over 
them all. Normal life continues. 
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